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About OPS
Introduction
The OPS Group is a privately owned, 100% Australian 
owned and operated group of companies, established 
in 1989 with a core focus on providing  professional 
equipment supply and after-market service to the 
mining, quarrying, screening, crushing, blockmaking, 
construction and earthmoving industries.

The Group consists of five companies, who offer distinct 
products and service offerings, specialising in specific 
sectors and markets:

 l OPS Screening & Crushing Equipment Pty Ltd;
 l OPS Screening & Crushing Equipment (NT) Pty Ltd;
 l OPS Equipment Pty Ltd; and
 l Mineral Processing Solutions Pty Ltd.
 l OPS Indonesia.

Our Vision
To be the provider of choice for mineral processing and 
handling solutions by being recognised as a market 
leader in delivering technical solutions and a ‘best value’ 
service to our clients.

Our Mission
To provide the most efficient and effective plant and 
support solutions to our clients by understanding their 
needs. Delivering cost effective products and services, 
in a safe and innovative manner.  To delight our clients 
with tailored products, services and support, earning us 
repeat business and recommendation.
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Our Values
Commitment to our employees through:

 l Providing a safe working environment;
 l Training and career opportunities;
 l Employee participation; 
 l Empowerment with accountability;
 l Stability in employment; and
 l Recognition and reward.

Align our business with our clients’ objectives 
through:

 l Understanding and delivering to their expectations;
 l Establishing and maintaining long term relationships; and
 l Integrity in all aspects of our dealings.

Deliver superior products and services through:
 l Class leading equipment offerings;
 l Innovative and cost effective solutions;
 l Operating within a quality system framework;
 l Technical excellence;
 l Effective health, safety and environmental 
management; and

 l Continuous improvement in all aspects of  
our business.

All OPS companies share the same dedication 
and commitment to quality of equipment, client 
service and after-market support.
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OPS has evolved over nearly three decades, from a small 
spare parts procurement company to one of Australia’s most 
experienced and diverse OEM distributors of mineral processing 
and handling equipment.  
Today, OPS represents many market leading and well 
recognised global brands, and is a partner of choice for 
our supply partners and long-term clients alike. 

We offer one of the most diverse 
and extensive ranges of mineral 

processing and handling 
equipment in Australia.  Our 
vast experience and commercial 
strength allows us to carry a 
huge range of stock and spare 

parts and offer tailored solutions 
for every client requirement.  

Experience You Can Rely On
The OPS team includes some of the most experienced 
and knowledgeable industry professionals in our field.  
From process engineering to on site commissioning, 
training and maintenance services, our dedicated 
people are committed to delivering quality and value 
through our ‘whole of life’ equipment service offering.

More Than Just Equipment Sales
We offer a full suite of services to complement our 
capital equipment offering.  These includes:
• Hire Equipment: Our extensive fleet of equipment is 
available to hire on a long or short term basis.
• Engineering Consultancy: Our experienced consultants 
can assist with plant design, training and up-skilling, as 
well as installation, commissioning and optimisation.
• Financing Solutions: Flexible and innovative options 
are available, including OEM financing, equipment 
leasing and hire to buy arrangements.
• Service & Technical Support: We offer 24/7 technical 
support, servicing and spare parts, both on-site and at 
any of our fully equipped workshops in Perth, Adelaide 
and Darwin.
• Spare Parts: We carry Australia’s largest ranges 
of materials processing and handling spare parts, 
components and consumables ins stock.
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Financial stability and 
conservative management 
has enabled OPS to remain 
strong through the downturn, 
with solid revenue enabling 
high standards even in a 
reduced market.

Company Milestones
1989 •  Commenced trading as Overseas Purchasing Services, as 

a spare parts procurement agent

1995 •  Appointed as Terex sub distributor for WA

2000 • Appointed exclusive dealer for Terex Finlay, after several 
years as a sub distributor

2004 •  WA premises doubled in size in Kewdale, rapidly 
expanding capability. 

2007 •  Again doubling footprint and capacity, OPS moved to  
a new custom fit out facility in Kewdale. 

2008 •  Northern Territory business and premises established  
in Yarrawonga. 

2010 • Mineral Processing Solutions established. 

2011 • OPS Conveyor Services established   

2012 • Awarded Terex Three Crown Dealer

2013 •  OPS appointed exclusive Telestack dealer for WA, NT 
and SA  

2014
•  Appointed exclusive Terex Washing Systems dealer  

for WA and NT   
• Mineral Processing Solutions opens SA branch in Burton

2015

•  OPS Environmental Equipment established    
•  Appointed exclusive Terex Environmental Equipment 

dealer for WA and NT
• Appointed exclusive Kiverco dealer for WA, NT and SA   
• Appointed exclusive Tristar dealer for Australia 
•  Mineral Processing Solutions appointed Osborn dealers 

for WA, NT and SA 
•  Moved to facility in Jandakot

2016
• Appointed exclusive EvoQuip dealer for WA, NT & SA. 
•  OPS Equipment established & appointed exclusive 

Terex Trucks dealer for WA, NT and SA.

2017 • OPS Indonesia established   

2018 • Moved to current facility in Bibra Lake, WA, again more 
than doubling its footprint and capacity. 

2021 • New deal with Astec Australia to distribute Astec’s 
Telestack range around Australia.
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OPS Group Capabilities

OPS Screening & Crushing Equipment
As the group’s foundation company, OPS Screening & Crushing Equipment Pty Ltd has been 
providing specialist equipment supply, hire, spare parts and after-market service offerings for 
decades.  Focused on mobile and portable solutions mineral processing and handling solutions, 
OPS Screening & Crushing Equipment is a long standing and highly regarded distributor of 
many leading global brands.

OPS Conveyor Services
This division offers specialist conveyor component, maintenance and installation 
services, dedicated to materials handling equipment.  Our leading technology and 
range of component holdings is complimented by our professional and knowledgeable 
application and product advise.  

OPS Environmental Equipment
In a world of environmental responsibility, OPS Environmental Equipment is leading the 
industry with commercially viable and effective equipment and process solutions for recycling, 
reusable commodities, waste sorting and waste volume reduction. We also offer a range of 
equipment for forestry and biomass processing.

OPS Equipment
From the Group’s mission to provide value-added, extensive solutions offerings, OPS 
Equipment was established to supply specialist handling equipment which supports the 
efficiency of mineral processing and materials handling project applications.  We offer a range 
of highly customised handling equipment solutions, specially tailored to individual applications 
in order to enhance operational efficiencies and production and result in cost per tonne 
processing savings.

Mineral Processing Solutions
MPS is a dedicated supplier and service provider of mineral processing equipment.  Focused 
on static and modular equipment design, supply and installation, MPS is capable of providing 
tailored solutions based on the client’s desired production outcomes. With a flexible approach 
we specialise in plants up to 2,000 tph, offering  process engineering, equipment selection 
profiling, individual component supply, full process turnkey equipment solutions, as well as 
monitoring and efficiency consulting.
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Total Project Solutions. 
From a single piece of equipment, to bespoke design 
and installation of a complete integrated processing 
or handling system, OPS has the experience and 
equipment you need.  With an extensive portfolio of high 
quality, world leading OEM brands, we combine the very 
best in proven equipment with the latest technologies 
to provide efficient production and a competitive edge.

OPS is a specialist provider 
of leading OEM brands of 
equipment for:

 l Mobile screening and crushing;
 l Fixed and modular screening, crushing, conveying, 
stacking and mineral processing;

 l Mobile and modular washing and water treatment 
equipment;

 l Mobile conveying, stacking, ship loading, load out, 
feeding and materials transfer;

 l Mobile materials processing, including shredding, 
grinding, windrow turning;

 l Mobile recycling;
 l Fixed, modular and customised recycling  
and waste sorting;

 l Mobile block making; and
 l Crusher safety solutions.

Mobile Screening, Crushing and  
Recycling Equipment

Mobile Bulk Materials 
Handling Equipment

Fixed & modular crushing, screening, conveying, 
stacking & mineral processing equipment

Mobile Compact Screening  
& Crushing Equipment

Mobile & Modular Washing, Classifying, 
Scrubbing and Water Treatment Equipment

OPS is the Exclusive Territory Distributors for:

Capital Equipment Sales

Mobile Wood Processing, Biomass Shredding, 
Grinding and Recycling Equipment
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New and Used Equipment
OPS understands that all clients’ requirements 
are different.  As such, we not only offer new OEM 
equipment, with full industry-leading warranty and 
support, but also Australia’s most extensive range of 
used processing and handling equipment.  

OPS’s certified used equipment offering includes full 
service records and limited warranty, together with a 
broad marketplace for specific used equipment to meet 
customer’s requirements.

Mobile, Fixed & Modular Recycling  
and Waste Processing Equipment

Mobile Block Making Equipment

Crusher Safety Tooling

OPS is the Exclusive Territory Distributors for:
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With our vast product range, coupled with our extensive 
engineering knowledge, OPS can deliver a tailored solution to 
suit your individual project requirements.
OPS is capable of providing engineering and plant 
solutions for most project applications including:

 l Mineral processing;
 l Materials handling;
 l Mining;
 l Quarrying;
 l Washing;
 l Forestry;
 l Environmental; and
 l Recycling. 

Plant Improvements
Our experienced Engineering Consultancy personnel 
have all served in senior roles in plant and process 
operations and maintenance. OPS Engineering & 
Consulting specialises in reviewing your operations and 
making recommendations to extend component life, 
removing personnel from risk, reducing maintenance 
downtime and providing the client with solutions for 
better availability and increased production.

Maintenance Training
Key to supporting our clients’ operations is our 
renowned support offering in training and up-skilling 
client personnel.  Experienced trainers are available to 
deliver highly customised training packages in a variety 
of formats, to ensure maximum knowledge transfer and 
sound understanding-to-practice principles. 

Engineering & Plant Consulting
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Commissioning
OPS fully supports the delivery and installation of 
all equipment we supply.  We can also offer set-up 
and commissioning support for any other equipment 
brands outside our own product range. The level and 
format of commissioning support can be highly tailored 
to clients’ specific requirements.  From set-up, wet 
commissioning and high level overview, right through 
to name plate testing and detailed preventative 
maintenance programs.  OPS has the knowledge and 
experience to assist your operation.

Design & Fabrication
OPS also provide design and fabrication services for 
disciplines including plant design, plant modification, 
process improvement modification and even scanning 
/ reverse engineering areas where drawings are not 
available. OPS can deliver design and engineering projects 
with full ITP’s and quality management systems. 
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From individual units to fully engineered circuits, OPS has a long 
and short term hire solution to suit your changing needs. Call us 
today to discuss your project requirements.
We understand that as time goes by, requirements 
change and new opportunities present themselves.  
Boasting an extensive hire fleet of reliable and fully 
supported mobile equipment, OPS is here to support 
our clients’ changing and varied requirements.

Based strategically at our three support hubs in Perth, 
Darwin and Adelaide, we offer dry hire of equipment for 
any duration from days to years.

Advantages of OPS hire solutions include:
 l Short or long term hire;
 l Offers maximum flexibility to adapt;
 l Reliable, fully supported equipment;
 l Vast choice of equipment available;
 l Fast turnaround for urgent requests; 
 l Standby options and hire-to-buy arrangements;
 l Experienced personnel available for commissioning, 
or ongoing operation and maintenance; 

 l Process engineered circuit solutions; 
 l Remote condition monitoring via T-Link telemetry; 
 l 24/7 technical and spare parts support; and
 l Equipment hubs in three States.

Hire Equipment
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Our vast hire fleet offering includes:
 l Heavy duty or compact crushers;
 l Scalpers and reclaimers;
 l High volume or compact screens in forward facing, 
incline or horizontal, 2 & 3 deck configurations;

 l Washing systems, classifiers and dewatering plants;
 l Stacker conveyors in 20 and 24m lengths;
 l Wheeled and telescopic conveyors;
 l Hoppers, feeders and loaders;
 l Shredders and grinders;
 l Recycling plant including:

 ¢ Screens, trommels and density separators; and
 ¢ Picking stations and cabins.

 l Consignment spare parts containers.

All OPS hire fleet comes with full service history and 
is rigorously and methodically maintained.  Most 
equipment is very low hour and can be  quickly and 
economically modified to meet all client and site 
requirements. 
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OPS Conveyor Services

From belts and rollers to head, tail and impact drums, OPS has 
the parts, services and logistics to keep your conveyors up and 
running with great value or money.
With the ever growing hire fleet and owner/operator 
client based, OPS started the Conveyor Services division 
in 2011 to ensure the client has access to all conveyor 
belts and components from the one place along with 
their crushing and screening parts. The division supplies 
conveyor belts, lagging services, rollers, scrapers, head 
and tail drums and impact beds to name just a few.  
We provide our clients with value for money, sourcing, 
directly from the manufacture to offer very competitive 
retail prices. OPS Conveyor Services keeps stock of 
conveyor belting, lagging and components at their 
warehouses for immediate delivery.

Operations
We have fully trained Belt Technicians, Trades 
Assistants, Parts Sales Staff offering belting and 
components, as well as splicing teams to install belts 
either on the clients site or in one of our workshops. 
OPS can offer services in hot splicing, cold splicing or 
mechanical fastening for small to large projects on 
both mobile and fixed plants. OPS Conveyor services 
also has a lagging service for re-lagging of drums as 
well as the supply of new manufactured drums lagged 
to the client’s specification.

Comprehensive Stock
OPS stocks most standard specifications of conveyor 
belts for both our own equipment and for opposition 
brands. We have enough data on our competitor’s 
equipment to determine required belt specifications 
in most cases. If not, a few simple questions is all we 
need to supply the belt you are looking for. 
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Custom Made Belts
We have some standard belts ready made on the 
shelf, but we can also make your belt to order in our 
workshops. In most cases dispatched within 24 hour 
of the order being placed. Due to the wide verity of belt 
specifications, not all belts can be stocked but OPS can 
supply most specifications required with a special order 
from our factory at a rate that is price competitive. 

Dispatch
The OPS Conveyor Services team is ready to pick or 
manufacture your belts to order as well as packing 
and dispatching all the conveyor parts orders. Whether 
its next flight, overnight or just general freight, you 
can rest assured that we’ll have your parts packed 
and freighted on time every time. We also run a daily 
delivery drop-off service for local deliveries or drop-
offs to freight carriers.
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Service & Technical Support

The OPS product range is supported by our Services 
and Technical Support team, providing 24/7 
maintenance and spare parts backup both on-site 
and from our fully equipped workshops in Perth, 
Adelaide and Darwin. We’ve got you covered!

The Service & Support Team
All OPS maintenance team members are factory trained 
and attend updated training every 12 months for new 
and upgraded products. Our centralised management 
team field all technical enquires, while the support team 
of trained service technicians carry our all works both in 
the workshop and out in the field.

Keeping you Up and Running
We understand the importance of keeping you plant 
running and therefore offers 24/7 technical support 
to keep your plant running. OPS can also offer a Field 
Service option for your general maintenance or break 
down situations. If your plant is down and you need 
assistance, be it local or remote, OPS will dispatch one 
of our Field Service teams within 24 hours. 

Embedded Service Personnel
For a more tailored service, OPS can provide permanent 
on-site maintenance support working to your rosters 
and reporting to your management team. 

Scheduled Maintenance on All Equipment 
OPS have expertise in completing partial or full rebuilds 
of both our own equipment as well as competitor 
bands. We can also offer these services on fixed plant 
components and supports the installation of our 
modular and fixed plant capital sales. We also have a 
specialised team for on-site rebuilds services for shut-
downs on Jaw and Gyratory crushers, screen boxes, 
train load outs and conveyor systems.
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Iron Ore Mining Case Study
Machine: Finlay Terex C1550 Cone Crusher (10,356 hours)
Application:  Crushing oversize from a 984 screen in a closed circuit  

to a minus 10mm

The Problem:
The machine had a failure due to maintenance activities when cutting 
the flame ring during a liner change. Over time the crushing head was 
cut through in several areas causing fatigue in the head which ultimately 
caused the failure when the machine was under load. The failure allowed 
dirt ingress into the eccentric, bearings and bevel gear, and also seized 
the main shaft into the lower frame. As the cone section is the main 
component of the crusher and considering the age of the unit, the client 
faced the possibility of having to scrap the machine and purchase a new 
unit rather than repair the damaged machine. 

The Solution:
OPS were engaged to strip the unit and assess the cost of a rebuild. The 
client ultimately decided to go ahead with this option. The main shaft was 
so badly jammed that it had to be machined out of the lower frame on 
the lathe. By conducting tests such as mag particle and NDT testing to 
identify parts that were still in tolerance and able to be reused, the OPS 
team was able to rebuild the chamber for approximately 19% of the cost 
to replace the unit.

The client was able to recapitalise the crusher unit at a very low cost and 
keep the WDV of the machine below market price. This allowed them to 
continue to depreciate their machine knowing at any time they wanted to 
move the machine on they would recover their costs. 

OPS also supplied a low cost spare chamber, allowing the client to continue 
crushing during the rebuild, and meet contract their requirements.
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With decades of parts experience 7,000+ line items 
and more than $8 million worth of stock, you can be 
confident we’ll have what you need to get back up  
and running.
OPS stated out as a spare parts supplier for Euclid 
Trucks and has expanded over time into spare parts 
support for our capital products.

Spare Parts Department
OPS understands that if your plant goes down, time is 
critical. This is why we offer 24 hour service on parts. 
You can call us any time of day or night and an OPS 
representative will answer the phone to help you get 
your plant back up and running as quick as possible. 

OPS not only stocks parts and screen media for their 
own equipment but can generally supply the parts 
for their competitor equipment as well. OPS is also 
not limited to supplying parts for either our own or 
our competitors plant and equipment, we also source 
parts and component for all types of mobile and fixed 
plant equipment. Our purchasing department has 
access to supplies all over the world and with our 
buying power OPS can offer competitive pricing.
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Operational Training
The OPS Spare Parts team are trained in interpreting 
parts with a full library of parts manuals both 
electronically and physical on the shelve. If you are 
unsure of what part you are looking for, our Parts team 
will work with you in breaking down the parts on the 
machine to identify what you require. Alternatively, you 
may want to bring the part you require into our office 
and speak directly to one of our Parts Interpreters who 
will be more than happy to assist you in getting you 
the replacement part you need.

Dispatch
OPS has a team in the stores backing up the parts 
interpreters picking, packing and dispatching all the 
parts orders. If it is next flight, overnight or just general 
freight, you can rest assured that OPS will have your 
parts packed and freighted on time every time. For 
local deliveries or drop-offs to freight carriers, OPS 
also runs a daily delivery drop off service.
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Our success is directly linked to our people, so 
providing a safe workplace with opportunities for 
our staff encourages ongoing achievement.

Safety First
OPS believes safety comes first when it come to 
maintaining your plant, so it is our highest priority in 
undertaking any of the services we provide. 

We always start by looking at how to reduce risk and 
remove personnel from the line of fire, whilst at the 
same time reducing maintenance down time. 

Quality Policy
A major factor in our ongoing success is quality control 
across our entire operations. This is underpinned 
by our integrated Quality Management System 
in line with ISO9001 which governs our training, 
documentation, work and inspection standards.

A Culture of Safety & Inclusion
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Equal Opportunity Employer
OPS values all of its employees and potential 
employees equally regardless of belief, race, sexuality, 
gender, age or disability.  Our Equal Opportunity and 
Harassment Policy requires all OPS staff to uphold 
these values with respect for each other and strive to 
create and maintain a workplace free of harassment. 
This also extends to third parties such as clients, 
contractors, consultants, suppliers and the public.

Mentoring & Professional Development
OPS is committed to building a capable and committed 
workforce and attracting and retaining high calibre 
personnel.  We believe in developing our people to their 
fullest professional potential and as such, we support 
and encourage informal mentoring relationships 
among our staff as an effective and efficient way to 
development our people and pass on the wealth of 
OPS’s internal knowledge and capabilities.

Apprentices are valuable resources who bring new ideas 
and diversity to the company, and the OPS Group offers 
a four year Apprenticeship Placement Program for both 
Mechanical Fitting and Metal Fabrication. Successful 
apprentices will have the opportunity to pursue a long 
term career within the business. 

Indigenous Engagement
OPS is fully committed to providing meaningful 
workplace opportunities for Indigenous people. To this 
end we employ an Indigenous Development Leader 
whose task is to consult with Indigenous communities 
and individuals to achieve our goal of 5% Indigenous 
employment levels across the business. 

The Strategy focuses on the maximising of economic 
opportunities for the business and supporting the 
economic aspirations of local Indigenous communities. 
Indigenous people living and working on their own 
land  not only provides important social and economic 
benefits for their communities, but also provides our 
company with a sustainable and reliable workforce in 
remote areas. 
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OPS Indonesia

OPS has brought the same commitment to solution focussed 
OEM equipment supply and support to the Indonesian Market, 
as has made us a renowned supply partner in Australia over 
almost three decades.   
Commencing operations with a representative office in 
Jakarta, OPS will soon expand in Indonesia with a full 
stock, service and support offering in country.

All the same attributes that have made OPS the 
partner of choice for mineral processing and materials 
handling equipment are critical to our service offering 
in Indonesia;

 l Leading OEM Equipment Brands:
 ¢ Terex Finlay
 ¢ Terex Washing Solutions
 ¢ Evoquip
 ¢ Telestack
 ¢ Osborn
 ¢ Coote Finlay
 ¢ Tristar

 l Project consultation, equipment selection process 
engineering, plant optimisation, maintenance and 
operator training, commissioning and design/
fabrication services

 l Tailored solutions for local conditions and 
requirements

 l New used equipment offering with units in country 
and many existing reference customers and sites

 l Hire of standard range equipment available for long 
or short term projects

 l Conveyor component supply, installation services and 
conveyor optimisation consulting

 l In country service and technical support, including 
technical support hotline

 l Telemetry systems on some equipment, allowing 
for remote technical assistance and performance 
monitoring

 l Full in country spare parts back up, including 
procurement services for other makes and models 
of mineral processing and materials handling 
equipment

 l  Local, highly trained, personnel and support, backed 
by leading international experience and resources

At OPS, we offer total project solutions.  From a 
single piece of equipment, supplied to specification, 
to a bespoke design and installation of a complete 
integrated processing or handling system, OPS has the 
experience and equipment to get the job done right.  
Our equipment offering combines the very best in 
proven equipment with the latest technologies, to give 
the customer a competitive edge and operational & 
production efficiencies.
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JAKARTA - OPSI OFFICE
PT OPS Group Indonesia 
Area Pergudangan Lautan Jaya Kumala, 
Block D19, Jalan Inspeksi Kalimalang Km 
22, Cibitung,Tambun, Bekasi, West Java,  
Indonesia 17520 
M: +62 812 109 1194    
E: peterson.siringoringo@opsindonesia.co.id

PERTH - HEAD OFFICE
40 Miguel Road, Bibra Lake 
Western Australia 6163
T: +61 8 9359 0333 
E: sales@opsaust.com.au
     sales@mpsaus.com.au

DARWIN
4 Verrinder Road Berrimah  
Northern Territory 0828
Australia
T: +61 8 8932 3000 
F: +61 8 93590444

ADELAIDE
Unit 3/7 Cooroora Crescent, 
Lonsdale 
South Australia 5160
T: +61 8 8280 6033
E: sales@mpsaus.com.au

BRISBANE

13/243 Bradman Street 
Acacia Ridge, Queensland 
4110
T: +61 488 997 775  
E: sales@mpsaus.com.au

MELBOURNE
Melbourne
 4 Fleet Street Laverton 
North Victoria 3026

T:  +61 2 4388 1498  
E: sales@mpsaus.com.au
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